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SUMMARY Pupillary capture is an unusual complication of posterior chamber intraocular lens implantation and may occur in the early or late postoperative period. We describe a series of patients with early or late onset pupillary capture and describe the pathogenesis. Early capture results from mechanical factors and is usually preventable. Late capture may be mechanical but is usually a sequel to the formation and subsequent contraction of iridocapsular synechiae. Synechiae result from lens epithelial or iris stromal hyperplasia and myofibroblastic metaplasia; they may be minimised by an atraumatic technique and adequate control of postoperative inflammation. The effect of pupillary capture is largely cosmetic, and we encountered no specific complications attributable to it.

Posterior chamber intraocular lenses (IOLs) are the most common type of IOL inserted at cataract extraction in the USA. An uncommon complication is pupillary capture or entrapment. Pupillary capture (PC) occurs when part of the pupil margin is displaced posteriorly behind the IOL optic, which then appears to lie in the anterior chamber.

PC is more frequently described as an early event, although a late form is recognised. Early PC is attributed to mechanical factors, while late PC is not adequately explained. A variety of pharmacological and surgical corrective manoeuvres have been described.

We have seen a number of patients with either early or late PC. All patients had normal pseudophakic anatomy at the completion of surgery, but developed PC at intervals ranging from one day to two months postoperatively. In this paper we report our findings and relate them to the pathophysiology of the eye after extracapsular cataract extraction and posterior chamber IOL implantation.

Materials and methods

We performed a prospective study of pupil and IOL relationships in patients undergoing routine extracapsular cataract extraction (ECCE) and IOL implantation. All IOLs had anteriorly angled haptics. All patients had been noted to have normal pseudophakic anatomy at the conclusion of surgery. In the postoperative period any uveitis was controlled with intensive topical dexamethasone before discharge. Patients were included in the study if PC was diagnosed in the immediate postoperative period or at follow-up. PC was classified as early if diagnosed in the first five days after surgery and as late if diagnosed later.

Results

Fifteen patients with PC of a posterior chamber IOL were identified. The time of onset ranged from 1 to 60 days postoperatively, mean 30 days. The patients ranged in age from 51 to 85 years, mean 69 years. Eight patients were female. These patients were seen during a period when 480 ECCE and IOL implantations were performed, yielding an incidence of PC of 3.1%. All cases of PC have been seen in patients with ciliary sulcus fixated posterior chamber IOLs. To date no patient with an 'in the bag' posterior chamber IOL has developed PC.

Two patients suffered early PC; in one of them it was reversed but late PC subsequently developed. The second patient with early PC did not respond to initial intensive pharmacological attempts at reversal, but the condition spontaneously reversed three months later, with no evidence of residual posterior synechiae formation.
Fourteen patients suffered late PC. At diagnosis of late PC large numbers of pigmented deposits on the IOL were frequently observed, and many patients had a persistent iritis. No complications attributable to the PC were seen.

Patients with late PC had many factors associated with ocular inflammation and iris trauma (Table 1), and only one patient had an unremarkable course. Thirteen of these patients had late PC resulting from the formation of iridocapsular synechiae with displacement of the pupil margin. These iridocapsular synechiae were found to be continuous with and adherent to zones of posterior capsular opacity. One patient suffered late reversible mechanical PC.

Pre-existing ocular diseases included glaucoma in two patients and single patients with prior excision of iris melanoma and broad iridectomy, diabetic maculopathy, senile macular degeneration, and amblyopia.

**ILLUSTRATIVE CASES**

**Case 1.** A 74-year-old Indian male on treatment for chronic open angle glaucoma underwent routine ECCE and posterior chamber IOL implantation by a junior staff member. On the first postoperative day PC was diagnosed and treated successfully with initial pharmacological mydriasis and later miosis. At discharge four days later the pupil was free, with no evidence of PC. The pupil margin remained free at initial follow-up visits. The patient developed a marked postoperative uveitis with questionable compliance, and by two months postoperatively had developed synechial pupil capture.

**Case 2.** A 60-year-old West Indian female had previously undergone trabeculectomy for glaucoma and had residual posterior synechiae. A broad iridectomy with ECCE and IOL implantation were performed, with normal pupil-IOL relationships in the early postoperative period and at first follow-up visit. The patient did not comply with treatment and presented four weeks after surgery with a marked iritis and posterior iridocapsular synechiae formation behind the IOL, forming PC.

**Case 3.** A 60-year-old Caucasian was seen two weeks after routine ECCE and IOL implantation for a Nd-YAG laser capsulotomy. The IOL position was normal, and the pupil was then dilated. Spontaneous pupil capture developed, but was subsequently reversed with topical thymoxamine. No further episodes of PC were observed.

**Discussion**

Early onset PC is the result of mechanical factors such as wound leakage with shallow anterior chamber, pupillary dilatation, air in the anterior chamber forcing the iris behind the IOL, or reversal of IOL, and is more frequently seen in IOLs with planar haptics than other types. Mechanical factors appear to be responsible for all cases of early PC, but may cause recurrent or even late PC (case 3). This form of PC results from movement of the free pupil margin behind the IOL optic owing to the relative anterior displacement of the IOL, or the relative posterior displacement of the pupil margin. Subsequent synechiae formation may preclude nonsurgical reversal. Of our two cases of early mechanical PC one was reversed by mydriatics while the other was not. In the latter patient the condition subsequently reversed spontaneously. Reversal manoeuvres that have been described include mydriasis with external limbal haptic massage and subsequent miosis, Nd-YAG laser-induced mechanical shock-wave lens retropulsion, and direct surgical manipulation. Other authors advocate no intervention. Our patients suffered no apparent ill effects of early PC.

Late PC is seen two weeks to nine months postoperatively (Pearce J, personal communication). Although it may occasionally be mechanical in origin (case 3), it is more frequently synechial in origin. Our observations indicate this latter type to be the result of iridocapsular synechiae formation between the iris edge of the IOL optic, with subsequent contraction pulling the iris posteriorly (Fig. 1). Several changes in the early postoperative period contribute to synechiae formation between the iris margin and the posterior capsule. Immediately after ECCE fibrinous strands extend from the anterior capsule edges towards the posterior capsule, with which they subsequently make contact. Remnants of the anterior capsular lens epithelium proliferate in response to factors
Synechial pupil capture with posterior capsular striae and opacification. Arrows delineate iridocapsular synechiae behind IOL.

Fig. 1

These proliferating lens cells extend on to the posterior capsule, where they spread and undergo myofibroblastic metaplasia. This process, resulting in a variety of fibrous posterior capsular opacities, is more extensive and severe in younger patients, who have larger numbers of active lens cells, and may opacify the visual axis. In older patients, with fewer viable lens cells and less lens epithelial metabolic activity, the process is largely limited to the area of anterior to posterior capsule contact. The importance of viable lens epithelium in the process of fibrous metaplasia is illustrated by Fig. 2, the case of an elderly male who had undergone ECCE for a morgagnian cataract. In such a cataract the lens epithelial cells are necrotic, and fibrous metaplasia from this source cannot occur. In neither the early nor late postoperative period did this patient develop synechiae, and both his anterior capsule remnants and posterior capsule remained entirely free and clear at 12 months after ECCE and even six months after secondary posterior chamber IOL implantation.

Fibrous metaplasia in the anterior segment does not originate only from lens cells, but may also occur from inflamed or traumatised iris tissue. Iritis of any origin is frequently accompanied by the formation of synechial adhesions. In experimental ECCE uveal cells are observed to form bridges from the anterior uveal epithelium to the anterior and posterior capsule. Our clinical observations support these experimental findings. In our patients iris and pupil margin trauma were a prominent feature (Fig. 3). This indicates that the presence of iris trauma, with iris cell release, contributes to the process of synechiae formation between the pupil margin and the posterior capsule round the IOL optic. It is noteworthy that uveal cells have been found to form a significant component of the posterior capsular opacification seen after experimental ECCE. Cells of iris origin, in association with lens epithelial cells,
play an important part in the formation of both iridocapsular synechiae and of posterior capsular opacification. Reduction of iris manipulation and trauma during ECCE may be important in preventing both pupil and posterior capsule complications. While some surgeons advocate resutting broad iridectomies, it is not likely that this would reduce the total number of uveal cells released into the anterior chamber, but may mechanically keep the iris plane more anterior.

The question arises whether the IOL itself may directly trigger some of the processes involved in PC. Macrophages are deposited on the surfaces of most IOLs soon after implantation as part of a foreign body reaction. These cells can subsequently undergo metaplasia to fibroblast-like cells and may contribute to synechiae formation about the IOL edges, particularly in the presence of iris trauma or inflammation. While macrophages may contribute, it appears that posterior iridocapsular synechiae arise largely from iris and lens epithelial myofibroblastic metaplasia.

We found late PC to be most commonly a synechial event resulting from iridocapsular synechiae, with subsequent contraction drawing the pupil margin posteriorly. In a histopathological study of eyes at necropsy, posterior iridocapsular or iridovitreal synechiae were observed in 14% of eyes with posterior chamber IOLs. In our patients severe iritis or iris trauma were noteworthy risk factors. At the time of diagnosis of PC the IOLs frequently had large numbers of pigmented deposits which have been shown to be macrophages. In several patients these deposits have made posterior capsulotomy with the Nd:YAG laser more difficult. In addition, because these patients have a fixed pupil, fundus examination and treatment is compromised. We have not observed any other complications of synechial PC.

In conclusion, acute PC is usually due to mechanical factors which may be avoided by scrupulous attention to surgical detail. Late PC may occasionally be a reversible mechanical phenomenon, but is more commonly a sequel to iridocapsular synechiae formation and contraction. Synechial PC is more often seen after difficult surgery, iris trauma, severe iritis, or poor patient compliance.
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